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ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT ACTION DECISION-MAKING AND METHODOLOGY 

 
CHAPTER I – GENERAL 
 

I.   PURPOSE 
A. The VT Agency of Agriculture Food and Markets (VAAFM) has statues and policies in place to ensure 
that all actions are supportable and properly documented.  VAAFM has differing roles and responsibilities 
versus the defined roles in USDA FSIS.  
The purpose of this directive is to explain the system and procedures used in the Meat Inspection Office 
for documenting and maintaining case files supporting administrative enforcement and other actions taken 
under the authority of the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA), Poultry Products Inspection Act (PPIA), and 
VT State Statutes and regulations. The VT Meat inspection program maintains electronic case files on the 
VAAFM server. 
VAAFM does not Inspect egg products. 
In this directive, the term Enforcement, Investigations, and Analysis Officer (EIAO) also means EIAO-
trained Public Health Veterinarians (PHV).  The term District Veterinary Medical Specialist (DVMS) also 
includes DVMS-trained PHVs. 
 

II.  CANCELLATION 
 
     FSIS Directive 5100.3, Revision 2, Administrative Enforcement Report (AER) System, 10/18/11 
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   III.  BACKGROUND 
 

A.  The FMIA (21 U.S.C. 603 and 608), PPIA (21 U.S.C. 456), and EPIA (21 U.S.C. 1035) authorize the Secretary to require meat and poultry 
establishments to be maintained and operated in a sanitary manner to prevent adulterated products from entering commerce.  The HMSA 
requires that humane methods are used for handling and slaughtering livestock.   
 
B. 6 V.S.A. §1, §15, and §16 authorize the Secretary to institute appropriate proceedings in the name of the Agency in order to enforce any law 
or regulation administered by the Secretary and require the Agency to provide opportunity for fair hearing prior to assessing any proposed 
administrative penalty. 
 
6 V.S.A. §§3304, 3305, 3307, and 3318 authorize the Secretary to adopt rules, conduct investigations and otherwise enforce the provisions of 6 
V.S.A. Chapter 204 in law and equity, including enforcement of the licensing requirements of 6 V.S.A. §3306, the prohibited acts of 6 V.S.A. 
§3308-3310, and the detention of any livestock product under 6 V.S.A. §3314, when there is reason to believe the livestock product is 
adulterated or misbranded as those terms are defined in 6 V.S.A. §3302. 
 
The Code of Vermont Rules CVR 20-023-001 Section 304.6 authorize the suspension or revocation of a license to to effectuate the purposes of 
the Statute, for a licensee failing to comply with the terms or provisions of the Statues, Acts or Regulations.  
 
6 V.S.A. §1(a) (10) and 6 V.S.A. §3304 and 6 V.S.A. §3305 authorize the secretary to adopt, prescribe and enforce rules for the preparation of 
livestock, including the rules set forth in the federal meat inspection act and codified at 9 C.F.R. §§300.1 et seq. 

 
B.  When an official establishment is not meeting the provisions of the FMIA, PPIA, the HMSA (the 
Acts), 6 V.S.A. Chapter 201 or chapter 204, or the rules or regulations promulgated under these Acts, personnel 
may carry out inquiries and investigations to support administrative enforcement.  When the Agency decides to pursue an enforcement action 
under 9 CFR 500.3, Withholding or suspension without prior notification, and CVR 20-023-001 Section 304.6, it issues a Notice of Suspension 
(NOS) letter.  When the Agency decides to pursue an enforcement action under 9 CFR 500.4, Withholding action or suspension with prior 
notification, it issues a Notice of Suspension letter that includes the Notice of Violation with a Notice of Intended Enforcement (NOIE).  In 
connection with these enforcement actions, VAAFM prepares a case file to include supporting documentation, and evidence collected to 
support the enforcement action as described in VT Directive 8010.3, Procedures for Evidence Collection, Safeguarding and Disposal. 
 
C. As a case progresses, VAAFM updates the case file to include the new information that it gathers or generates. The information is 
maintained on the VAAFM server in a specific folder designated for each licensed state establishment. 
 
D. EIAOs or Food safety specialists may provide the initial supporting documentation for an administrative case file. However, the VAAFM meat 
inspection chief or head of service is responsible for maintaining the file on the server. The Food Safety Consumer Protection Director and 
Agency Counsel are responsible for approving enforcement and other action. 
 

https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/rulemaking/federal-meat-inspection-act
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/rulemaking/poultry-products-inspection-acts
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/rulemaking/egg-products-inspection-act
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/rulemaking/humane-methods-of-livestock-slaughter-act
https://agriculture.vermont.gov/sites/agriculture/files/documents/Meat_Inspection/Directives/VT%20Directive%208010.3%20Rev%205%20Procedures%20For%20Evidence%20Collection%20Safeguarding%20and%20Disposal%20updated-%20Signature.pdf
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  CHAPTER II – DECISION-MAKING AND ENFORCEMENT METHODOLOGY 

 
I.  ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 
 
A.  Enforcement recommendations can originate from inspection program personnel (IPP), EIAO, DVM, and other sources.  Enforcement 
actions are taken in accordance with the ROP, 9 CFR 500 and 6 V.S.A. §1(a) (10) and 6 V.S.A. §3304 and 6 V.S.A. §3305 and CVR 20-023-
001. 
 
B.  Examples of situations when IPP recommend enforcement actions include when establishments have multiple, recurring noncompliances; 
implement ineffective corrective actions; receive multiple adulterant positive results from VAAFM testing; or ship adulterated product.  An 
example of a situation when an enforcement action is recommended by the EIAO includes when the EIAO identifies that the establishment’s 
HACCP system is inadequate.  An example of a situation when an enforcement action is recommended by the DVM includes egregious 
humane handling violations.   

 
II.  FIELD PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
A.  IPP are to contact their supervisor when noncompliance findings may warrant intended enforcement or enforcement.   

 
B.  IPP are to review enforcement or enforcement-related letters, including FSA findings as applicable. 
 
C.  IPP are to verify the implementation of the establishment’s corrective actions and preventive measures as described in the verification plan 
through directed Public Health Information System (PHIS) verification tasks.  

 
D.  IPP are to document findings of noncompliance in PHIS from performing verification tasks and share the findings with their supervisor.  

 
E.  IPP are to maintain copies of enforcement letters, completed and active verification plans, and supporting documents in the government 
office.   
 
F.  The IPP are to document and share timely findings with the supervisor that may indicate the establishment is unable or unwilling to perform 
or implement the corrective actions and preventive measures.  
 
III.  ENFORCEMENT, INVESTIGATIONS, AND ANALYSIS OFFICER (EIAO) RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
A.  Before scheduling or starting each food safety assessment (FSA), the EIAO is to evaluate and document the background findings of an 
establishment’s food safety system in a Public Health Risk Evaluation (PHRE), as described in FSIS Directive 5100.4, Enforcement, 
Investigations, and Analysis Officer (EIAO) Public Health Risk Evaluation (PHRE) Methodology.  
 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/6c30c8b0-ab6a-4a3c-bd87-fbce9bd71001/5100.4.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
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B.  The EIAO is to construct a regulatory rationale and make enforcement recommendations based on the PHRE or FSA findings or other 
investigations, as described in this directive. 

 
C.  The EIAO is to assist in the documentation and verification of activities that follow the enforcement action (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 
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IV.  CHIEF OF INSPECTION 
 
A. The Meat Inspection Chief plays a key role in developing the case strategy and in ensuring that the case file contains documentation that 
supports the enforcement or other action taken.  
 
B. In addition to ensuring that the evidence that forms the basis for initiating the enforcement action has been included in the case file, the Chief 
ensures that all relevant documents after the issuance of the NOV/NOIE or NOS letter are added to the case file. The relevant documents 
include the following:  

1. Enforcement letters (e.g.,NOV/NOIE, Notice of Suspension, Letter of Deferral, Letter of Warning) issued by the Agency to propose, 
initiate, defer or put in abeyance, or close an enforcement action;  
 
2. Letters and documentation submitted by the establishment or industry officials concerning the enforcement matter, such as 
responses to a NOIE or to a NOS letter;  
 
3. Written plans or programs or excerpts from these documents, included as part of the establishment response to the enforcement 
action;  
 
4. Correspondence between the office and the establishment during the life of the case; and  
 
5. Verification reports from in-plant inspection personnel and EIAOs or other relevant records collected during a deferral or abeyance 
period.  

 
C. The Meat Inspection Chief is responsible for issuing the enforcement letters, which should contain: a background summary of the facts 
supporting the enforcement action and the statutory and regulatory authority for proposing or taking the action, appropriate contact information, 
including the address and telephone number of the office, so that the establishment can contact and provide a written response in a timely 
manner, the appeal rights and hearing rights and to whom the appeal or hearing request should be directed. 
 
D. The Chief is to review the establishment’s proffered corrective actions and preventive measures to ensure they are meaningful.   
 
E. The Chief is to assist the EIAO or DVMS in developing the IPP verification plan (Section XI of this chapter).  The Chief is to ensure IPP and 
the establishment have a clear understanding of the noncompliance issues and the specific verification procedures.  The Chief is to review all 
revisions of the verification plan throughout the abeyance/deferral period. 
 
F. As new information is gathered during the administrative process, this information is to be added to the case file. Attachment 1 provides 
guidance on what should be the first exhibit and the final exhibit in each type of case file. Additional guidance is also provided on the various 
types of documentation to be included as exhibits on the most common case file types. 
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G. The Chief is to refer the case file or other case documentation to the Meat Section Compliance and Enforcement Specialist (MSCES), in 
accordance with VT Directive 8010.5, when it describes violations that require evaluation for administrative enforcement action; seizure of 
adulterated, misbranded or other violative product in commerce.  
 
H. The Chief or the Meat Program Supervisor is to ensure that custom exempt reviews conducted by IPP are entered into Sharepoint (VT 
Directive 8160.1, Custom Exempt Review Process).   
 
I.  The Chief, in consult with legal counsel about unusual circumstances raised by the IPP, EIAO or DVMS that need expedited consideration 
and input by other Agency or State experts, when criminal enforcement matters and allegations occur, or an administrative subpoena is 
required when program employees are denied access to or examination of establishment, facilities, inventory, or records, and is to ensure 
cases are referred to the VT Attorneys General Office, as appropriate. 

 
V. DIVISION DIRECTOR OR DESIGNEE 
A.  The Director or designee is to sign enforcement letters, as appropriate, described in this directive. 
   
VI.  DVM OR STATE VET RESPONSIBILITIES RELATED TO HUMANE HANDLING ENFORCEMENT  
 
A. The state vet or designee (DVM) has a primary role in the evaluation, documentation, and recommendation of enforcement action and 
preparation of verification plans when there is an inhumane handling incident or an action based on a history of humane handling violations by 
the establishment.  
 
B. The DVM is to evaluate, document, and recommend humane handling enforcement action when there is an inhumane handling incident or 
an action based on a history of establishment humane handling violations.  The DVM is to recommend the appropriate enforcement action 
based on information from IPP, first-hand observational knowledge, or establishment history of humane handling noncompliance.  The 
documented recommendation is to specify the regulatory requirements and relevant statutory authorities the establishment has not met. 
 
C. The DVM is to confirm that IPP provide a noncompliance record (NR) (as described in VT Directive 6900.2)  that describes the inhumane 
incident and fully provides all relevant information that supports the enforcement action.  The DVM is to provide these documents to the Chief 
for inclusion in the Case file. 
 
D. The DVM is to provide an analysis of the trend in noncompliance of inhumane incidents at the establishment when the DVM determines that 
the noncompliance history supports enforcement action.  The analysis is to be provided to the Chief for inclusion as an exhibit in the case file 
 
E. If any scientific or technical issues are raised that need further clarification, before making the enforcement recommendation, the VDVM is to 
seek expert advice from professional channels The Vet also needs to ensure that he or she documents any guidance received and includes the 
documentation in the case file.  
 
F. Given that the administrative enforcement process calls for enforcement to be initiated in a timely manner, the DVM is also expected to 

https://agriculture.vermont.gov/sites/agriculture/files/documents/Meat_Inspection/Directives/VT%20Directive%206900.2%20Rev.%203%20Humane%20Handling%20and%20Slaughter%20of%20Livestock.pdf
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assist in drafting the NOIE and NOS letter or other documents, as needed, associated with the enforcement action. 
 
 G. The DVM is to assist in the review of the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures.   
 
H. When the FSCP Director decides to defer enforcement, or to hold a suspension in abeyance, because the establishment agrees to take 
corrective and preventive measures, the DVM is expected to assist in preparing the verification plan that will be used to ensure that the 
corrective and preventive measures proffered by the establishment are effective. The DVM also is to discuss the verification plan with the IPP 
to ensure that there is a clear understanding of the noncompliance issues and of the specific verification procedures IPP are to conduct to verify 
the effectiveness of the corrective and preventive measures provided by the establishment.  
 
I. In addition, the DVM or PHV is expected to conduct periodic follow-up verification visits for a minimum of 90 calendar days at 30-day intervals 
at the establishment during the deferral or abeyance period. During these visits, the DVM or PHV is to evaluate the data and information that 
has been generated by establishment personnel and the documented verification activities performed by in-plant IPP to determine whether the 
corrective and preventive measures that were proffered by the establishment have been effective. When a follow-up visit is performed by a 
PHV, the DVM is expected to communicate with the PHV regarding any questions or issues that the PHV identifies during the visit where the 
DVM’s subject matter expertise may be needed. The DVM is to document all follow-up visits and to provide the documentation to the case file.  
 
J. The DVM is also expected to provide recommendations to the Meat Inspection office to help decide when an enforcement action should be 
closed, or if additional action is needed. An inhumane handling suspension action is not to be closed without one or more on-site visits by the 
Vet during the abeyance period.  
 
K. The DVM is expected to follow the procedures in this directive pertaining to collecting evidence (e.g., copies of plant records or other 
records, photographs taken), and he or she is to ensure that the information is submitted to the case file. 
 
VII.  STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO EXAMINE FACILITIES AND COPY RECORDS 

 
 

A. The FMIA, PPIA, and 6 VSA Chapter 204 provide state personnel with the authority to conduct inspections and examinations of the 
premises, facilities, equipment, and operations of inspected establishments, which includes, but is not limited to accessing, examining, 
or copying records or taking photographs at licensed establishments and at warehouses, distribution centers and other in-commerce 
facilities subject to those statutes (21 U.S.C. 460, 642, 1034, and 1040, 9 CFR 310.25, 320.4, 416, 417. 430.4, 590.200, and 590.220). 
These statutory and regulatory provisions also provide state personnel authority to copy certain business records. The EIAO and other 
authorized personnel are to use photography as a method or technique to conduct inspections and examination to verify that products 
are safe, wholesome, properly labeled, not adulterated, and that establishments are operating under sanitary conditions. 
 

B. At the entrance meeting before an FSA or other investigation, authorized employees, specifically EIAOs and compliance investigators,  
are to make the establishment aware of the relevant statutory and regulatory authorities to access, examine, or copy records, including 
electronic records, and to take photographs.  Authorized employees are to consult with the Chief for further guidance if establishment 
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management refuses to allow authorized employees to access, examine, or copy records, or take photographs.  The Chief is to 
determine the next appropriate step, which may include issuing a written request to access, examine, and copy records; taking 
appropriate enforcement action to suspend the establishment for interference with inspection; or obtaining an administrative subpoena.  
in consultation with the VT AAG. 
 

C. Authorized employees are to collect photographs as part of investigative inspection duties in addition to collecting photographic 
evidence when necessary to support findings.  Authorized employees are to contact the Chief if the establishment prevents authorized 
employees from collecting photographic evidence.  When appropriate, the Chief is to suspend the assignment of inspection personnel at 
the establishment for interference with an Agency employee when the authorized employee is prevented from taking photographs to 
support the findings and, therefore, prevented from conducting inspections and examination under the FMIA, PPIA, and 6 VSA Chapter 
204. 
 

D. The Chief is to confer with the VTAAG regarding initiating procedures to obtain an administrative subpoena for the requested 
information. 

 
E. Authorized employees are to use government-issued cameras or scanners to make needed copies in accordance with VT Directive 

8010.3.  Alternatively, in the event an establishment copy machine is available, they are to request that management provide a copy of 
any records needed or are to request permission to use the establishment’s copy machine. 
 

VIII.  SUPPORTING ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS AND CASE REFERRALS 
 
A.  The EIAO and Chief are to analyze the hazard analysis, supporting documentation, HACCP plan, Sanitation SOP, Sanitation Performance 
Standards (SPS), and prerequisite program findings to determine if an enforcement action is supported.   
 
B.  The rationale and factual basis for all enforcement actions and description of supporting documents for inclusion that would enable a person 
unfamiliar with the facts or with the establishment’s processes, to understand the sequence of events that led to the noncompliance findings 
and the enforcement action.  Enforcement actions should be based upon violations of the statutes and supported through descriptions of 
regulatory noncompliance.  For example, a regulatory rationale may state: 

 
1. “The establishment is preparing, packing, and holding product under insanitary conditions whereby it may become contaminated with 

filth, or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to human health,” or 
 

2. The establishment is producing product that is adulterated, which has rendered the product injurious to health.” 
 
C.  The relevant adulteration provisions under 21 USC 601 (m) (1)-(4) of the FMIA or 21 USC 453 (g) (1)-(4) of the PPIA, humane handling and 
slaughter provisions of 7 U.S.C. 1901 et seq., under the HMSA, and 6 V.S.A Chapter 201 and 204, as well as the findings that support the 
adulteration/humane handling violation determination and the impact from a public health perspective.  Violations to statutory and regulatory 
requirements should be linked (e.g., the Acts, 9 CFR 6 V.S.A). 
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D.  If the establishment implements corrective and preventive measures during the course of the FSA, investigation, or incident, this action 
does not negate the recommendation to issue an enforcement action.  These deficiencies represent the findings of the FSA, investigation, or 
incident and it typically requires time for the establishment and VAAFM to verify the effectiveness of corrective actions and preventive 
measures. 
 
E.If the EIAO or Chief find noncompliance that would warrant an intended enforcement or a suspension recommendation, but there is no 
information that would suggest that multiple or recurring noncompliances have occurred, the EIAO or Chief is to explain how the findings 
establish a basis for concern about the safety of product being produced and why these findings support the recommended enforcement action.  

 
F.Noncompliance Records (NRs) are not to be mentioned that are not used to support the regulatory rationale or how the conditions have 
resulted in adulterated product or the creation of insanitary conditions that may cause product to be adulterated in the NOIE, NOS, or Notice of 
Reinstatement of Suspension (NROS) letter.  IPP are to issue these NRs separately as described in VT Directive 5100.1. 
 
G.  VAAFM is to seek expert advice when information related to policy, technical or scientific issues is needed before documenting findings or 
making an enforcement recommendation.   
 
H.  When appropriate, the case is to be referred to compliance or the State’s AG’s Office.   
 
 
IX. VERIFICATION PLAN DESIGN AND EXECUTION 
 

A. The verification plan is a tool designed to verify the effectiveness of the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures 
that were proffered and led to the decision to defer enforcement or hold a suspension in abeyance.  A verification plan is designed to provide 
detailed instructions to IPP, the EIAO, and the DVM for verifying the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures 
(Figure 2). Verification plan results are to be recorded in PHIS.   

 

B.  Do the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures that were proffered contain the following elements:   
 

1. Procedures or assessment methods the establishment will use to address the cause of the regulatory noncompliance; 
 

2. Specific actions the establishment will use to eliminate and prevent the cause of the regulatory noncompliance; 
 

3. Monitoring activities the establishment will use to ensure that changes are implemented and effective to address the regulatory 
noncompliance; and 

 
4. Scientific support the establishment provides, for new or modified interventions or processes used to support decisions in the hazard 

analysis, to support that corrective actions and preventive measures are effective.  The scientific support should identify the critical 

https://agriculture.vermont.gov/sites/agriculture/files/documents/Meat_Inspection/Directives/VT%20Directive%205100%201%20Rev%20%204%20Enforcement%20Investigations%20And%20Analysis%20Officer%20%28EIAO%29%20Food%20Safety%20Assessment%20Methodology.pdf
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operating parameters necessary for the intervention or process to function as intended and the establishment’s current processes 
should incorporate those parameters as required in 9 CFR 417.4. 

 
C.  After determining that the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures contain the elements described in B. 
above, the verification plan is to be developed and determine whether to issue a deferral or abeyance letter.  
 
D.  Describe the Agency’s verification responsibilities in a verification plan that covers a minimum of 90 calendar days when an enforcement 
action has been deferred or held in abeyance.  
 
E.  Analyze the establishment’s previous enforcement history to ensure that the current proffered corrective actions and preventive measures 
are substantially different and meaningful.  
 
F. The bi-weekly verification plan, at a minimum, is to include: 
 

1. The background that led to an enforcement action and deferral or abeyance of that action; 
 

2. The organized list of the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures; 
 

3. The documents, processes, products or programs that are required to be verified; 
 

4. The frequency of the verification in 3 above; 
 

5. The directed PHIS task associated with each verification activity in 3 above; 
 

6. Free text space to record additional information as needed;  
 

7. A statement to inform the establishment that the Chief is to be informed of any changes to corrective actions and preventive measures 
during the verification period. For example, if an establishment decides to buy an additional piece of equipment or implement an 
additional monitoring activity after the implementation of the verification plan, VAAFM is to be informed of these changes and the 
verification plan is to be revised before the establishment implements the changes; and 

 
G.The IIC is to ensure scheduling of the corresponding directed tasks in PHIS for the verification tasks and frequencies listed in the verification 
plan.  IPP are to use the justification “Verification Plan for Enforcement Actions” to justify the scheduling of the directed task. 
 
H. The Chief is to review the PHIS report for completed verification activities (e.g., Task Summary and List for an establishment) at least on a 
bi-weekly basis. 
 
I.  During the 30-, 60-, and 90-day visits, the EIAO is to review the PHIS report for verification activity results (e.g. Task Summary and List for 
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an establishment) and assess whether corrective actions are effective and make recommendations and add any additional information as 
appropriate. 
   
J.IPP are to document findings during the follow-up verification visits.  IPP are to describe in detail the establishment’s progress in 
implementing the corrective and preventive actions and any additional information as appropriate. 
 
K The Chief is to seek policy guidance, as needed, if there are questions during the review of proposed corrective actions prior to the Chief’s 
acceptance of the corrective actions.  For example, if the Chief is not able to determine if the scientific support is valid, then the Chief is to 
submit a question and seek guidance through askFSIS (Chapter V).   
 
 
X.  VERIFICATION PLAN DOCUMENTATION AND WORKFLOW 

 
A. As described in Figure 2, the appropriate personnel develops verification plans (after the Chief reviews), obtains necessary clarifications, 
assesses whether the establishment’s proffered corrective actions and preventive measures contain the elements described in Section IX. B of 
this chapter and accepts the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and preventive measures.  The EIAO and Chief have the primary 
responsibility for drafting verification plans.  The DVM is to draft verification plans related to humane handling enforcement actions. 
 
B. The chief is to assist in developing the verification plan for Consent Orders in consultation with the MSCES and VTAAG. 
 
C. The Chief is to upload all verification plan report into Sharepoint in the Establishment’s file.  Verification plans are to be uploaded within 5 
days after the submission deadline to the Chief (bi-weekly for IPP, 30-day intervals for EIAO/DVM) unless the Chief determines follow-up is 
needed. 
 
 

http://askfsis.custhelp.com/
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Figure 2
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CHAPTER III – ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS AND LETTERS   
 
I.  THE RULES OF PRACTICE (ROP)  
 
A.  The ROP 9 CFR 500 regulations identify the conditions under which the Agency can take enforcement 
actions and include the criteria for when those actions are warranted.  These regulations were issued to 
ensure that all establishments are afforded due process. 

   

B. 9 CFR 500.3 gives the authority to take a withholding action or impose a suspension without 
providing the establishment prior notification. 
  
C.  9 CFR 500.4 gives the authority to take a withholding action or suspension with prior notification (an 
NOIE). 
 
D.  9 CFR 500.6 and 9 CFR 500.7, respectively, gives the FSIS Administrator the authority to file a 
complaint to withdraw a grant of Federal inspection in accordance with the Uniform Rules of Practice, 7 
CFR subtitle A, part 1, subpart H and to refuse to grant Federal inspection to an applicant.  
 
E.6 V.S.A. §1, §15, and §16 authorize the Secretary to institute appropriate proceedings in the name of  
the Agency in order to enforce any law or regulation administered by the Secretary and require the Agency 
to provide opportunity for fair hearing prior to assessing any proposed administrative penalty. 
 

The Code of Vermont Rules CVR 20-023-001 Section 304.6 authorize the suspension or revocation of 
a license to to effectuate the purposes of the Statute, for a licensee failing to comply with the terms or 
provisions of the Statues, Acts or Regulations.  
 
6 V.S.A. §1(a) (10) and 6 V.S.A. §3304 and 6 V.S.A. §3305 authorize the secretary to adopt, prescribe 
and enforce rules for the preparation of livestock, including the rules set forth in the federal meat 
inspection act and codified at 9 C.F.R. §§300.1 et seq. 

F.The Chief is to follow-up with the VTAAG for violations that require evaluation for formal administrative 
enforcement action.  
 
G.The MSCES os to review custom exempt cases, when appropriate.  VT Directive 8160.1 provides 
instructions for the review of custom exempt facilities, including referral of repeated or serious 
noncompliance. 
     
II.  BASIC STRUCTURE AND COMPONENTS OF ENFORCEMENT LETTERS  

 
A.  The information in enforcement letters is to explain the findings in a manner that encompasses all 
defining aspects of the alleged violation in chronological order (earlier to most recent).   
 
B.  The findings should link the alleged violations to statutory and regulatory requirements and that 
enforcement letters describe who is involved, what happened, when it occurred, where noncompliance 
was found in the establishment’s food safety system, and why the Agency is taking action.  Ensure the 
findings that support the adulteration determination and a description of the public health impact is 
included. 

 
C.  The enforcement letter should describe the facts in a manner that makes clear any past 
noncompliance and how previous noncompliance relates to present noncompliance.  When applicable, 
they describe whether the establishment’s previously proposed corrective actions and preventive 
measures were ineffective to address the noncompliance.  
 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
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D.  Suspension letters (NOV, NOS, NROS) contain hearing rights as defined under 9 CFR 500.5(d), 6 
V.S.A. §16, 3 V.S.A. Chapter 25.  Inform the establishment in the enforcement letter that it may request a 
hearing pursuant to the request a hearing, and that it will be conducted under Vermont’s Administrative 
Procedure Act. 
 
NOTE:  Use the third person when writing enforcement letters and EIAOs are to use first person when 
writing FSA and PHRE reports.  
 
E. The Chief is to schedule and hold a conference call with the establishment to discuss the contents of 
the enforcement letter when appropriate.  If the enforcement action is preceded by an FSA, the EIAO is to 
provide the enforcement letter and the draft FSA to the establishment at the exit conference in accordance 
with VT Directive 5100.1 
 
F.Promptly deliver enforcement letters to the establishment after finalization.  Methods to deliver 
enforcement letters include e-mail delivery of a scanned, signed PDF file; hand delivery of a hardcopy by 
VAAFM personnel or overnight delivery of a hardcopy by a carrier.   A means to ensure Delivery 
confirmation should accompany any delivery method.  
  
III.  NOTICE OF INTENDED ENFORCEMENT LETTER 

 
A.  Document an intended enforcement action in a Notice of Intended Enforcement (NOIE) letter. An 
intended enforcement action, as described in 9 CFR 500.4, provides an establishment with prior 
notification that VAAFM may take a withholding action or impose a suspension of the assignment of 
inspectors at the establishment and provides the establishment opportunity to present its views and 
demonstrate or achieve compliance.  

 
B.  Ensure the NOIE letter includes all information as required by 9 CFR 500.5(b), including: 

   
1. VAAFM’s authority under the Acts and Statutes; 

 
2. An explanation of the findings and basis for action in a chronological order of events; 

 
3. Findings linked to the statutes (e.g., the Acts) and regulatory requirements (9 CFR) and a 

description of how the findings relate to the establishment’s ability to produce safe, wholesome, 
and unadulterated products, including the impact on public health; 
 

4. The establishment’s previous enforcement history and how the history relates to the effectiveness 
of the establishment’s food safety system; 
 

5. The establishment’s processes or products that are affected by the action; 
 

6. The expected format for the establishment’s response and a three (3) business day timeframe for 
the establishment to respond to the Agency; and 
 

7. The VAAFM contact information. 
 

IV.  LETTER OF DEFERRAL 
 

A.  Issue a Letter of Deferral (LOD) after it decides to defer the decision to take an enforcement action and 
allow the establishment the opportunity to implement the proposed corrective actions and preventive 
measures. Ensure the issuance of the LOD is accompanied by a verification plan.  

 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bcbe6f32da5304f133de87133d739ba7&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_15&rgn=div8
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bcbe6f32da5304f133de87133d739ba7&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_15&rgn=div8
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=8d5cf4a196287bd97899bc8e4e425f16&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_14&rgn=div8
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bcbe6f32da5304f133de87133d739ba7&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_15&rgn=div8
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B.  During deferral, the Chief is to review any changes to the establishment’s corrective actions and 
preventive measures and ensure that the VAAFM concurs prior to implementation of the changes.  After 
concurrence with changes to the establishment’s corrective actions and preventive measures, update the 
verification plan accordingly. 
 
C.  A LOD is to contain: 

 
1. A brief explanation of the findings and basis for action that led to issue the NOIE, including the 

dates of issuance of the NOIE letter; 
 

2. The establishment’s processes or products that are affected by the NOIE action; 
 

3. Findings from the review and acceptance of the establishment’s proposed corrective actions and 
preventive measures;  
 

4. contact information; and 
 

5. Reminder that VAAFM has the authority to take a suspension or withholding action if the 
establishment fails to implement its proposed corrective actions and preventive measures or if the 
corrective actions and preventive measures are not effective. 
 

D.  Take further enforcement action, such as suspension of the assignment of inspectors, in accordance 
with 9 CFR Part 500, if the establishment is unable or unwilling to perform or implement the corrective 
actions and preventive measures.   

 
V.  NOTICE OF SUSPENSION LETTER 

 
A.  9 CFR 500.3, outlines conditions under which a withholding action may be taken or impose a 
suspension of the assignment of inspectors at the establishment without prior notification. CVR 20-023-
001 Section 304.6 outlines the suspension or revocation of a license. Section 305.5 outlines the 
withdrawal of inspection. 
 
B.  A suspension may be issued to an establishment following a NOIE letter because the establishment 
failed to provide corrective actions and preventive measures or those corrective actions and preventive 
measures were ineffective.  Personnel are to document a suspension in a Notice of Suspension (NOS) 
letter that provides the establishment with an explanation of the findings that led to the decision to take 
enforcement action. 

 
C.  A NOS letter is to include all information as required by 9 CFR 500.5(a), including: 

 
1. authority under the Acts; 

 
2. An explanation of the findings and basis for action in a chronological order of events; 

 
3. Findings linked to the statutes (The Acts) and regulatory requirements (9 CFR) and a description of 

how the findings relate to the establishment’s ability to produce safe, wholesome, and 
unadulterated products, including the impact on public health; 
 

4. The establishment’s previous enforcement history and how the history relates to the effectiveness 
of the establishment’s food safety system; 
 

5. The establishment’s processes or products that are affected by the action; 
 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=8d5cf4a196287bd97899bc8e4e425f16&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_13&rgn=div8
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bcbe6f32da5304f133de87133d739ba7&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_15&rgn=div8
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6. Expected format for the establishment’s response;  
 

7. contact information; and 
 

8. Appeal rights and hearing rights. 
 
 
 
VI.  NOTICE OF REINSTATEMENT OF SUSPENSION 

 
A.   A suspension may be reinstated during the abeyance period.  Document a reinstatement of 
suspension in a Notice of Reinstatement of Suspension (NROS) letter that provides the establishment with 
an explanation of the findings that led to the Agency’s decision to reinstate the suspension. 

 
B.  9 CFR 500 outlines the conditions under which to impose a reinstatement of suspension.  VAAFM may 
reinstate a withholding action or reinstate a suspension without or with prior notification. 

 
C.  A NROS letter is to include all information required by 9 CFR 500.5(a), including:  

 
1. VAAFMs authority under the Statutes, Acts and Rules; 

 
2. An explanation of the findings and basis for action in a chronological order of events, including the 

findings from the previous suspension action; 
 

3. Findings linked to the statutes (e.g., the Acts) and regulatory requirements (9 CFR, CVR 20-023-
001) and a description of how the findings relate to the establishment’s ability to produce safe, 
wholesome, and unadulterated products, including the impact on public health; 
 

4. The establishment’s previous enforcement history, including the previous suspension action, and 
how the history relates to the effectiveness of the establishment’s food safety system; 

 
5. The establishment’s processes or products that are affected by the action; 

 
6. Expected format for the establishment’s response;  

 
7. contact information; and 

 
8. Appeal rights and hearing rights. 

 
 

VII.  NOTICE OF SUSPENSION HELD IN ABEYANCE AND NOTICE OF REINSTATEMENT OF 
SUSPENSION HELD IN ABEYANCE 

 
A.  Issue a Notice of Suspension Held in Abeyance (NOSA) or Notice of Reinstatement of Suspension 
Held in Abeyance (NROSA), after the establishment responds with acceptable corrective actions and 
preventive measures, to permit the establishment the opportunity to implement the proposed corrective 
actions and preventive measures.  Issuance of the NOSA/NROSA is also to be accompanied by a 
verification plan. 

 
B.  A NOSA/NROSA letter is to contain: 

 
1. A brief explanation of the findings and basis for action that led to issue the NOSA or NROSA 

including the dates of issuance of the enforcement letter; 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e19add07d0d6b79e15cf3bbc65b146dd&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title09/9cfr500_main_02.tpl
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bcbe6f32da5304f133de87133d739ba7&mc=true&node=se9.2.500_15&rgn=div8
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2. The establishment’s processes or products that are affected by the enforcement action; 

 
3. The findings from the review and acceptance of the establishment’s proposed corrective actions 

and preventive measures;  
 

4. The contact information; and 
 

5. A reminder that VAAFM has the authority to reinstate the suspension or withholding action if the 
establishment fails to implement its proposed corrective actions and preventive measures or if the 
corrective actions and preventive measures are not effective. 

 

VIII. Other Letters that May be Issued 
A. The following letters may be issued as appropriate to an establishment.  These letters are not 
enforcement letters.  However, these letters can be used to correspond in writing with the establishment or 
to describe the impact of noncompliance to an establishment’s food safety system. 
 
B. Letter of Warning:  The Agency is to issue a Letter of Warning (LOW) to an establishment to close an 
enforcement action after the completion of the verification period or upon notification of a noncompliance 
with custom exempt requirements.  The Agency is to issue an LOW to close an enforcement action only 
when the establishment has been able to demonstrate that the corrective actions and preventive 
measures have been successfully implemented and corrected the noncompliance described in the 
enforcement letter and related documents for a minimum of 90 calendar days.  When the Agency issues 
an LOW for noncompliance with custom exempt requirements, the LOW is to state that failure to take 
prompt and appropriate corrective action may result in a recommendation to pursue additional 
administrative, civil or criminal sanctions. 
 

C. Letter of Concern: The Agency is to issue a Letter of Concern (LOC), in accordance with VT 
Directive 6100.3 Ante-Mortem and Post-Mortem Poultry Inspection, to describe Good Commercial 
Practices (GCPs) at poultry establishments where GCPs are not followed.  An LOC is not an enforcement 
letter and is not enforcement-related.  The Agency is not to issue an LOC to establishments to describe 
enforcement actions, close out enforcement actions, or to request additional information from 
establishments.   
 
D. Voluntary Withdrawal of Inspection Letter: The Agency is to issue a Voluntary Withdrawal of 
Inspection Letter according to information in VT Directive 5220.1, Granting or Refusing Inspection, 
Voluntary Suspending or Withdrawing Inspection, and Reinstating Inspection under PHIS.  This letter may 
be used as the final exhibit to close an enforcement action.  Before inspection activities can be reinstated, 
the Agency is to address any relevant food safety issues that formed the basis for the enforcement action 
issued prior to the voluntary withdrawal. 
 
E. Ten-Day Letter: The Agency is to issue a Ten-Day Letter when an establishment is inactive for more 
than 120 days and does not communicate its intentions to resume operations as described in VT Directive 
5220.3, Issuance of a Ten-Day Letter for Inactive Operations.  
 
F. Letter Requesting Access or Examination: The Agency may issue a letter requesting access or 
examination if management refuses to allow VAAFM personnel to access, examine, or copy records, 
including electronic records, even after VAAFM personnel make the establishment aware of the relevant 
statutory and regulatory authorities.   
 
G. Official Correspondence Letter: The Agency is to issue this letter when it wishes to correspond with 
the establishment in writing for issues that are not clearly defined above. 
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IX.  RECALLS AND RECALL EFFECTIVENESS CHECKS 
 
 
A.  Exhibits for recall case files may include, but are not limited to, recall worksheets, Memorandum of 
Information (MOI), decision memorandums, laboratory reports, consumer complaints, list of consignees, 
company press release, USDA press release, recall notification report, VT Form 8400-4, Report of Recall 
Effectiveness. 
 
B.  Refer to VT Directive 8080.1, Recall of Meat and Poultry Products, and VT Directive 5100.2, 
Enforcement, Investigations, and Analysis Officer (EIAO) Responsibilities Related to Recalls and 
Consumer Complaints, for additional information regarding recalls and recall case file documentation. 

 
X.  PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES 

 
A.  Prohibited activities case files are to be created within 48 hours of issuance of the prohibited activities 
letter to the establishment.  
 
B.  For prohibited activities (e.g., adulterated product deliberately distributed into commerce), the exhibits 
may include: 
 

1. MOI with responsible officials; 
 

2. Photographic evidence; 
 

3. decision memorandum;  
 

4. Information of how the product was shipped or received; and 
 

5. Copy of the prohibited activities letter issued to the establishment. 
 

XI.  TRACEBACK 
 
A.  Traceback case files are to be created promptly.  
 
B.  The exhibits may include: 

 
1. Positive sample results from FSIS or another Federal or State agency’s testing of ground beef or 

bench trim; 
 

2. Supplier and source material information collected by IPP at the time of sample collection; 
 

3. Evidence that shows product is in commerce;  
 

4. Any pertinent PHIS reports or data;  
 

5. Report documenting traceback investigation that includes a written analysis of findings and any 
additional recommendations for action (VT Directive 10,010.3, Traceback Methodology for 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) O157:H7 in Raw Ground Beef Products and Bench Trim). 
 

XII.  STANDARD RETENTION OF REPORTS IN ANET 
 

A. Retention of records should follow the statutory requirements of Vermont.  

https://inside.fsis.usda.gov/fsis/emp/static/global/forms/formsSeriesResults.jsp
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QUESTIONS 

 
Refer questions regarding this directive to the office at 802-828-2426. 

 
Head of Service  
VT Meat Inspection Service 
 

 
 


